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What does it mean? 
 Neptune will meet Jupiter in Pisces on the 12th April 2022.

The only one in our lifetime. 

The last time this happened was in 1856 and it won't happen

again in our lifetime. 

The next time they meet will be 2188. 

What does it mean for you? 

Its a once in a lifetime to give your dreams an opportunity to

come true. 

This conjunction will show us the way in how we can set

intentions towards our most inner desires and ambitions. The

dreamy Piscean energy is potent in unlocking your deepest

dreamiest desires and allowing them to come to fruition. 

Some background Jupiter is the planet of luck, expansion and

growth, adventure and aiming high.

Neptune is the planet of dreams, hopes and desires. 

Both planets are ruled by that Piscean energy in the beautiful

power to create and dream. 



How is it going to impact you?  
 Here is what to expect based on your sign. Read your moon,

rising and sun sign. 

Aries - Healing and growth is an inside job. To transform and

transcend into your manifestation of dreams. It requires you

to heal from the past and let go of what no longer serves

you. Allowing you to find freedom and peace within yourself

and others. That flowing through your universe and dreams

with freedom at the core. 

Taurus - Its important time for you to transcend beyond your

comfy circles and make connections that allow you to reach

out with views which are different from yours. 

Gemini - Make it known what you desire in your career and how

you wish to be appreciated its time to go all in on what you

want to create for your destiny in your career and that job

which you love. 

Cancer - it's time to set outside and be open to a deeper

awareness of your surroundings. Being connected to a global

community of oneness seeing your connectedness. Being open to

receive through mindfulness and present being in your

communication and connections. 



How is it going to impact you?  
 Here is what to expect based on your sign. Read your moon,

rising and sun sign. 

Leo - It's a time to focus on your finances and what you wish

to create for you a solid foundation of money. Saving and

making this part of your ritual so those indulging moments

can feel nourishing and good. 

Virgo - Love is your priority during this season. Recognising

your own needs and communicating these so you can give from

the overflow of appreciation. Think boundaries and speaking

from your heart. 

Libra - Challenge to your daily routine and schedule. Being

positive and living every moment to the fullest whilst making

the most out of times. 

Scorpio - Creativity is dripping from your over flow. How are

you desiring to show yourself to the world. Creating with the

universe and sharing your truest desires with the world.

Letting go of fear and criticism. Embracing all of you and

your potential.  



How is it going to impact you?  
 Here is what to expect based on your sign. Read your moon,

rising and sun sign. 

Sagittarius - Settled and balanced home life is a core for

you to feel able to flourish. This comfort starts from within

you. Embrace your spirit and your true self. Spend time with

your family. 

Capricorn - Peace and taking in how far you come is required.

Adding some flow and rest and relax to your days. Allowing

you to achieve work life balance. 

Aquarius - Building up your self trust and belief is key. As

you gain deeper confidence with this it will allow you to

make decisions that allow you to grow and stand in

uncertainty with your decisions with an unwavering confidence

of who you are. 

Pisces - Believe in your higher self, intuition the all that

is. Dedicate yourself to a practice that aligns you to your

path and allows you to truly unfold into who you are in all

your dreamy ways. 



What dream

resides

within your

soul that

you can day

dream with

for hours? 

How does

that make

you feel? 

 

How does

this feeling

show up in

your life

currently?  

What steps

can you take

to embody

the pleasure

of receiving

this dream

right now?   

A message

from the

Jupiter and

Neptune

conjunction

just for

you?    

How can you

release the

past to

allow you to

step into

this new

vision?    



Say your wish out loud and if you feel

inclined to plant it with some seeds so you

can allow it to grow with the seasons. A

daily reminder of your intentions. 



It's time to reach for the stars... 

Keep me posted on
your progress through
dm's @starsbystevie 

Tag me in your moon
rituals on your stories 
 #thegirl+themoon


